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Abstract
The complex architecture of their structural elements and compartments is a hallmark of eukaryotic cells. The creation of
high resolution models of whole cells has been limited by the relatively low resolution of conventional light microscopes
and the requirement for ultrathin sections in transmission electron microscopy. We used soft x-ray tomography to study the
3D ultrastructural organization of whole cells of the unicellular green alga Chlamydomonas reinhardtii at unprecedented
spatial resolution. Intact frozen hydrated cells were imaged using the natural x-ray absorption contrast of the sample
without any staining. We applied different fiducial-based and fiducial-less alignment procedures for the 3D reconstructions.
The reconstructed 3D volumes of the cells show features down to 30 nm in size. The whole cell tomograms reveal
ultrastructural details such as nuclear envelope membranes, thylakoids, basal apparatus, and flagellar microtubule doublets.
In addition, the x-ray tomograms provide quantitative data from the cell architecture. Therefore, nanoscale soft x-ray
tomography is a new valuable tool for numerous qualitative and quantitative applications in plant cell biology.
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Introduction
The availability of three-dimensional high resolution microsco-
py is vital for life science. While the resolution of conventional light
microscopes is limited by the wavelength of the light, super
resolution light microscopy, such as STED and Palm, is able to
push the resolution limit down to the nanoscale range [1].
However, its use is limited to the visualization of fluorescently
labeled structures, rather than whole cells. On the other hand,
electron tomography is increasingly used to analyze the ultra-
structural organization of cells with a resolution in the nanometer
range [2–4]. However, only bacteria or exceptionally small
eukaryotic cells can be analyzed in a single electron tomogram
[5]. For the vast majority of eukaryotic cell types serial sectioning
and acquisition of several tilt-series is needed to cover the entire
cell. Soft x-ray microscopy is a new technique that closes the gap
between light and electron microscopy currently providing a
spatial resolution of 11 nm (half-pitch) [6]. Importantly, whole
cells with a thickness of up to 15 mm can be imaged in single
tomograms, thus eliminating the limitations of transmission
electron tomography. On a whole cell approach the HZB-TXM
at the electron storage ring BESSY II is able to achieve a 3D
resolution of 36 nm [7].
Soft x-ray microscopy provides a number of unique advantages:
First, frozen hydrated samples used for x-ray microscopy are in a
close to native state. They can be imaged without the need for
staining with heavy metals or fluorescent markers. Image contrast
in the water window wavelength range between the K-shell
absorption edges of carbon (284 eV, l=4.4 nm) and oxygen
(543 eV, l=2.3 nm) is directly obtained by the higher x-ray
absorption by carbon rich structures compared to water [8].
Second, the density differences in biological samples results in
different linear x-ray absorption coefficients providing information
to identify cellular compartments. Lipid rich structures, for
example, exhibit a higher absorption than water rich organelles
[9–12]. Recent work using mouse adenocarcinoma cells demon-
strated the high spatial resolution of 36 nm that can be achieved
with the HZB-TXM soft x-ray microscope at the electron storage
ring BESSY II and using the Bsoft software package for
reconstructions of tomograms [7,13].
The unicellular green alga Chlamydomonas reinhardtii is widely
used as a model for the analysis of eukaryotic cell structure and
function [14]. The first ultrastructural studies were carried out as
early as in the 1950s [15]. Chlamydomonas contains a typical cup-
shaped chloroplast that occupies about 40% of the cell volume.
Starch deposits typically surround the pyrenoid, a Rubisco
containing area [16,17], and also accumulate between the
thylakoid membranes [18]. Mitochondria appear as elongated
organelles forming an interconnected network [19]. Chlamydomonas
reinhardtii has two contractile vacuoles that fulfill structural tasks
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under hypotonic conditions [20]. The nucleus is around 2–4 mm
in diameter [21,22], and Golgi stacks are mainly localized in the
vicinity of the nucleus and reticulate ER [23]. Two flagella emerge
from basal bodies at the anterior end. Basal bodies in green algae
and their structural features resembling the centriole were
extensively analyzed [24,25]. Lipid bodies are often found in the
cytosol and the plastid and play an import role in the storage of
lipids [26]. While these studies revealed many structural details of
single organelles, a high resolution picture of an entire Chlamydo-
monas cell is still lacking. Here, we used soft x-ray microscopy to
generate whole cell tomograms.
Materials and Methods
Strains and Culture Conditions
Chlamydomonas reinhardtii cw15
+ Dangeard (SAG 83.81) [27] and
wild type strain CC125 [28] were cultured in 250 ml flasks at
25uC with a light-dark cycle of 14:10 h and a photon flux density
of 20 mE ? m
22 ? s
21 in TAP culture medium [29]. Cells were
harvested after 5–7 days of growth.
Sample Preparation
10 ml 5–7 day old suspension cultures were centrifuged at
300 g for 5 min, the pellet was resuspended in 1 ml of culture
medium and incubated for 1 h at 20uC. 0.6 ml of the cell
suspension was applied on nitrocellulose coated grids (type IFR-1,
Gilder Grids, Grantham, UK). 100 nm fiducial gold markers were
distributed on the support film of the grids before the samples were
applied. Samples were then plunge frozen in liquid ethane and
transferred into liquid nitrogen.
Soft X-ray Microscopy
For the acquisition of tilt-series the HZB transmission x-ray
microscope (TXM) at the U41-FSGM beamline at the electron
storage ring BESSY II (Berlin, Germany) was used [30]. Tilt-series
were recorded from 260u to +60u with 1u increment using x-rays
with 2.43 nm wavelength (photon energy 510 eV). Samples were
transferred under liquid nitrogen conditions into a Gatan
(Pleasanton, CA, USA) 630 sample-holder and inserted into a
modified FEI (Eindhoven, Netherlands) CompuStage. The con-
denser is an ellipsoidal glass capillary X-ray mirror from XRADIA
Inc. (Pleasanton, CA, USA) [31] using a focal spot size of around
1 mm [32]. A high resolution zone plate objective with 901 zones
and outermost zone width of drN=25 nm providing a pixel size of
9.6 nm was used. This setup allows visualization of structures
down to 17 nm in size [33]. To compensate for the increasing
absorption at higher tilt angles the exposure time varied from 2 to
8 s from lower to higher tilt angles. The photon flux impinging the
sample was about 7 ? 10
8 photons/(mm
2 s 100 mA 0.01% BW).
The projections for every tilt were recorded using a Peltier cooled,
back thinned and direct illuminated 134061300 pixel soft x-ray
CCD camera (Roper Scientific PI-SX 1300, Trenton, NJ, USA).
Tomographic Reconstruction
Preprocessing was done using an average gain reference
calculated from ten flatfield images taken under the same
conditions. Each image of the tilt-series was divided by this
average flatfield image for homogenization of the background and
normalization to the beam current. Images from the preprocessed
tilt-series were processed using the package Bsoft [34] and by using
100 nm fiducial gold particles for alignment. The second
reconstruction approach was based on the fiducial less GPU
powered alignment software Alignator [35]. As a third recon-
struction approach IMOD was used [36].
Segmentation and Data Analysis
The 3D x-ray tomograms were hand-segmented using the
IMOD software package [36]. Video projections were calculated
in IMOD and converted into.avi files using ImageJ [37]. Area and
volume measurements and line plot profiles were also carried out
with ImageJ.
Results
Sample Preparation and Data Acquisition
Two different algae strains were imaged using the HZB TXM
setup: a Chlamydomonas reinhardtii wild type strain, CC-125 [28], and
a cell wall-less mutant, cw15
+ [27]. The cell wall-less mutant was
chosen to optimize the imaging of cytoplasmic structures as the cell
wall was expected to influence the x-ray absorbance. Samples were
prepared by applying Chlamydomonas cell suspensions to grids
seeded with 100 nm colloidal gold fiducial markers. The grid was
then blotted and quickly frozen in liquid ethane. We recorded tilt
series from 260u to +60u with 1u increment using x-rays with
2.43 nm wavelength. Depending on the defocus of the sample
during rotation, we carried out a refocus of the sample after every
10 to 20 degrees of tilt. Tilt series were recorded for six wild type
and eight cw15
+ cells.
Several parameters turned out to be crucial to obtain high
quality tomograms. First, the cells had to be applied to the grids at
a concentration that avoids extensive overlap of the cells. When
cells are closely packed (Fig. S1A) they will obstruct each other
during tilting, and reconstructing the tilt-series results in a low
quality tomogram. Another potential problem is that fiducials and
the cell are not in focus at the same time (Fig. S1B). As the number
of ice cracks sometimes increase during acquisition of the tilt series
structural damage induced by these ice cracks may destroy the cell
during image acquisition (Fig. S1C). About 5–10% of the cells
were found to have damage caused by ice cracks. Furthermore,
not all cells are preserved with the same quality during plunge
freezing, and artefacts such as spider web-like structures may be
visible within the cytoplasm (Fig. S1D), or plasmolysed cells may
be observed (Fig. S1E). About 20% of the cells were affected by
freezing damages. When cells are covered only by a very thin ice
layer fiducials, grid bars, and the algal cells are in the same plane.
However, these cells often show x-ray damage close to the ice
surface (Fig. S1F). Thus, cell density, the absence of cellular
damages and ice cracks, and the presence of an ice layer
sufficiently thick to cover the cells are crucial factors for high
quality tomograms.
To prove that no x-ray damage in the cells occurred during
tomographic data set acquisition we acquired 0u images before
and after acquisition of the tilt-series (Fig. S1G-I). Compared to
the wild type, cw15
+ cells appeared flattened in the direction along
the optical axis with a larger diameter in the x/y axes, probably
because they adhere to the nitrocellulose film on the grid. Figure 1
shows the images acquired in representative tilt series for a wild
type and a cw15
+ cell at different tilt angles and the 0u tilt after
acquisition. A sufficient number of gold particles are visible in all
rotation angles within the field of view to permit an accurate image
alignment (Fig. 1A, B). The cells appear well preserved and no
freezing damage is noticed. Due to the high natural contrast
provided by x-ray microscopy, cellular structures are visible in all
angles of the tilt-series. These cells were chosen for further
analysis.
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We used three different alignment approaches for 3D recon-
struction: IMOD is a commonly used set of image processing
programs for tomographic reconstruction and for 3D reconstruc-
tion of EM serial sections and optical sections [36]. Its etomo
package uses fiducials for alignment, and data sets are calculated
from a series of tilted views using the weighted back projection
algorithm [38]. We used IMOD to reconstruct five different tilt
series. Bsoft, another fiducial-based method, was programmed to
analyze cryo tomography datasets which are characterized by low
contrast and high noise [39]. Bsoft uses backprojection and a
reciprocal space algorithm for the reconstruction. Four different
tilt series were reconstructed with Bsoft. Alignator is a fiducial-less
alignment approach that uses patches recognition [35]. It locates
local areas in different micrographs that appear to correspond with
different views of the object, and thus obviates the need of fiducials
for 3D reconstruction. We selected two tomograms for recon-
struction with all three softwares, including Alignator. Figure 2
shows four projections of a Chlamydomonas cw15
+ tomogram
reconstructed with IMOD (Fig. 2A, Video S1), Bsoft (Fig. 2B,
Video S2) and Alignator (Fig. 2C, Video S3). The tomograms are
similar in quality and resolve the whole cell in all three dimensions.
Alignments by IMOD depend on pixel size, the size of gold
fiducials, sample thickness, and the precision of fiducial tracking.
Alignment errors arise when the fiducial positions are not
adequately described by the alignment model. IMOD delivers
good results in thin ice layers, but has problems with the automatic
recognition of fiducials at higher tilt angles and in thicker ice
layers. Typical signs of these systematic errors are an elliptical
appearance of the gold particles and halos in different directions.
Furthermore, we found that tomograms with a limited number of
fiducials, or fiducials which could not be followed over 120 tilt
angles, deliver low-resolution tomograms with a mean residual
error of over 0.7 pixels. IMOD delivers decent results with a
residual error of 0.4 to 0.6 pixels in the fine alignment if at least
four fiducials are found in all projections (Fig. 2A). Under optimal
conditions, reconstruction of soft x-ray datasets using IMOD
showed round gold particles with tails vertical to the rotation axis,
a visual indicator of good alignment quality. The quality of the
aligned series could be further increased by excluding some of the
projections from the alignment. If no fiducials are present the
alignment procedure has to be carried out using Midas, a manual
alignment method included in IMOD, yielding results of varying
quality (data not shown).
We found that Bsoft requires only a small number of gold
particles to reconstruct complete volumes. The marker tracking
with Bsoft for soft x-ray datasets was fully automatic and – in
contrast to IMOD – required only minor manual changes.
Furthermore, Bsoft does not need a manual refinement of the
positions, which is required with IMOD particularly at high tilt
angles. Especially for a low number of fiducials Bsoft allows the
reconstruction with low residual errors. It causes fewer artefacts
compared to programs that use the weighted backprojection
algorithm, and produces a stronger contrast in the tomogram
(Fig. 2B).
For alignment with Alignator 10,000 anchor points were
randomly distributed over the tilt-series, the threshold for the
hysteresis coefficient was set to 4 pixels, the length of the patch was
set to 180 pixels, and the search length to 240 pixels. For all
samples reconstructed with Alignator, a stability coefficient of 50
Figure 1. Soft x-ray dataset of Chlamydomonas reinhardtii wild type and cw15
+ strain used for tomographic reconstruction. (A) Wild
type strain tilt-series taken from 260u to +60u and 0u image after acquisition. Low tilt angles were exposed for 2 s, higher tilt (40u onwards) for 8 s. All
angles provide good structural resolution and were all used for the reconstruction of the tomograms. Bar, 2 mm. (B) cw15
+ strain tilt-series 260u to
+60u and 0u image after acquisition were taken as above. Bar, 2 mm.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0053293.g001
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ibility of marker chase. Practically this means that the tracing of
the markers does not depend on the direction of the search, i.e.
from the positive or the negative tilt-direction. In general, and in
normal cases the hysteresis check is a criterion which is being easily
fulfilled. The hysteresis check has proved to be a powerful tool to
reliably recognize pathological cases as for example extensive
radiation damage, or a non-geometric movement of the sample.
After alignment the quality of the trails was analyzed and linear
trails were chosen for reconstruction. We found that Alignator
Figure 2. Tomographic reconstruction using IMOD, Bsoft and Alignator reconstruction software applied to the Chlamydomonas
cw15
+ dataset shown in Fig. 1B. (A) Representative tomographic sections using the fiducial based Etomo package included in IMOD. Bar, 2 mm.
(B) Representative tomographic sections using the back-projection based alignment procedure Bsoft. (C) Representative tomographic sections using
the fiducial less alignment approach Alignator. (D) Z-section generated with Alignator. A number of organelles can be identified: Chloroplast (Cp)
with the starch containing pyrenoid (Py) and thylakoids (Th); nucleus (Nc) with nucleolus (Ncl); vacuoles (Va); mitochondria (Mt); lipid bodies (Li). Bar,
2 mm.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0053293.g002
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fiducials (Fig. 2C). Several cellular structures and organelles could
be readily identified (Fig. 2D).
3D Reconstruction of Cellular Structures
We used tomograms reconstructed with Alignator for the
analysis of the cellular architecture of Chlamydomonas reinhardtii
(Videos S3, S4). The cellular organization and content of wild type
and cell wall-less cw15
+ cells appeared very similar. However, the
mutant was flattened due to its adhesion to the grid surface (4 mm
in the z axis for the cw15
+ cell versus 7 mm for the wild type cell).
The cup-shaped chloroplast was the most prominent cell organelle
in both cells. Several of its internal features could be recognized,
including thylakoids and the pyrenoid with its starch deposits.
Other clearly discernible structures are the nucleus, the nucleolus,
and vacuoles. Several spherical structures were seen in the
cytoplasm. Because of their high x-ray absorption we consider it
likely that they represent lipid bodies. Mitochondria were clearly
visible. However, their profiles could not be traced in all planes of
the tomogram. Golgi stacks and ER were more difficult to
visualize.
We segmented selected organelles and cell structures in the wild
type tomogram to obtain quantitative information about the
organelle distribution in whole cells. Fig. 3A and Video S5 show
reconstructed and segmented volumes of the wild type cell, and a
series of segmented cell organelles. We measured a total cell
volume of 122 mm
3. The chloroplast fills about 30% of the cell
volume, and its starch-containing pyrenoid could be reconstructed.
The nucleus fills 5% of the cell volume, and the nucleolus could be
clearly seen. The cell contains two large and several small vacuoles
that are located close to the basal apparatus and together make up
2.7% of the cell volume. Lipid bodies are dispersed in the
cytoplasm and fill 2.8% of the cell volume. Mitochondria are
located in the cell periphery. However, it was not possible to
determine their volume as it was difficult to track the mitochon-
drial profiles in all planes of the tomogram. Finally, the cell’s two
flagella together with the basal body and the distal connecting fiber
could be reconstructed and segmented. The cell wall-less cw15
+
cell was slightly larger (135 mm
3). Segmentation of cellular
structures revealed a very similar organelle content (Fig. 3B,
Video S6). The observed organelle volumes of the wild type and
cw15
+ cell correspond well to data in the literature [40].
Ultrastructural Details
Soft x-ray tomography revealed several ultrastructural details in
Chlamydomonas cells. Axonemal microtubule doublets could be
visualized in the flagella (Fig. 4A). To determine the spatial
resolution we generated surface plots of grey values and measured
the sizes and distances of the cellular structures that could be
resolved within the flagella (Fig. S2). The flagellar diameter varied
from 219 to 329 nm. These variations are likely due to flattening
effects of flagella during cryofixation [41]. The distance of the
microtubule doublets ranged from 28 to 35 nm, and the diameter
of microtubule doublets measured to be 25 to 41 nm. Thus, we
were able to resolve cellular structures at a resolution of less than
30 nm under optimal conditions. These values fit well to the
dimensions of flagellar structures observed by electron microscopy
[25].
The distal connecting fiber of the basal apparatus could be
clearly resolved (Fig. 4B). Structural details visualized in the
nucleus are the nucleolus and the nuclear envelope. The two
membranes of the nuclear envelope could be separated in some
sections of the tomograms, and the observed thickness of the
nuclear envelope was about 45–50 nm. This corresponds to the
smallest distance that could be resolved in the interior of the cell
(Fig. 4C, D). ER membranes are very difficult to visualize – in
Chlamydomonas the ER is limited to a small extension directly
adjacent to the nucleus, which could be identified only in a few z-
slices (Fig. 4E). The Golgi apparatus was vaguely visible close to
the nucleus. The cisternal shape (Fig. 4F, black arrow) and possibly
a budding vesicle could be seen (Fig. 4F, white arrow). However,
the size of these structures is close to the limit of resolution (the
width of one cisterna corresponds to 2–4 pixels) preventing
segmentation and 3D reconstruction. Structural details that could
be readily identified in the chloroplast are thylakoids and the
pyrenoid (Fig. 4G). Single thylakoids could be resolved using x-ray
microscopy (Fig. 4H).
Discussion
In the literature, several organisms, such as bacteria, viruses,
yeast and mammalian cells, were analyzed by x-ray tomography in
recent years illustrating the potential of x-ray microscopy [9–
11,42–46]. Here we demonstrate that soft x-ray imaging of cryo-
preserved samples produces high quality, high resolution tomo-
graphic data from unstained unicellular algae. The maximum
resolution was estimated to be less than 30 nm in the flagella and
below 50 nm in the cell body, as measured by a point-to-point
distance. These values obtained for Chlamydomonas compare well
with the resolution of 36 nm reported for mammalian tissue
culture cells [7]. Nuclear envelope membranes could be resolved
in both the wild type and the cw15
+ cell suggesting that the
presence of the cell wall does not have a major effect on the
resolution of the tomogram.
The resolution was estimated as proposed by Cardone et al.
[47] using Fourier shell correlation on two reconstructions
obtained from odd and even projections and by the point-to-
point distance of known objects. The first method yielded a
resolution of ,210 nm, while it is apparent that much smaller
structures can be observed in the tomograms. This discrepancy
can be explained by the fact that we examined a relatively thick
specimen and the recorded 120 projections are not fulfilling the
Crowther criterion at a resolution better than ,210 nm [48].
However, this is a prerequisite for an accurate estimation of the
resolution by this method. The point-to-point distance of the
smallest resolved objects yields a resolution of ,30 nm which is a
reliable and conservative method to determine the resolution in
whole cell x-ray tomograms.
The most important procedure for the reconstruction of
tomograms providing detailed information within the resolution
limit is based on the alignment step. Alignment of x-ray
tomography data sets differs in some aspects from the alignment
of electron tomography data sets. The first factor is the presence of
fiducial markers within the tilt-series. For reconstruction proce-
dures using the software packages like IMOD [36] and Bsoft [34]
the presence of a sufficient number of fiducials at all tilt angles is
crucial for obtaining tomograms with low error values below 0.7
pixels. The thickness of the ice layer as well as contrast rich
structures within the area of interest makes it sometimes difficult to
locate the exact position of all fiducials. In particular for IMOD in
high tilt angles the selected fiducials have to be marked manually.
Thin ice layers have the advantage of fiducials and cells being in
the same focal plane, but sometimes the specimens are not totally
embedded in the ice which tends to produce structural damages
during data acquisition. Fiducial markers in the upper ice layer
sometimes change their position during acquisition due to damage
of this upper ice layer and increase the reconstruction error
dramatically. The shift of gold beads or the low number of
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volumes makes it necessary to consider non-fiducial based
alignment methods. We show that Alignator [35] is ideally suited
to produce high quality reconstructions for soft x-ray tilt-series. It
obviates the need to add fiducials, which sometimes turns out to be
difficult. Moreover, fiducials are often hardly visible at high tilt
angles. Thus, Alignator provides an alternative to the commonly
used fiducial based alignment methods when samples show low
numbers of fiducials and the identification of these markers causes
problems at high tilt angles.
Chlamydomonas reinhardtii is a widely used model organism in cell
and molecular biology. One of our aims was to demonstrate that
soft x-ray tomography of Chlamydomonas cells provides high spatial
resolution and closes the gap between light and electron
microscopy. By combining soft x-ray imaging and using different
alignment approaches we were able to image a number of cellular
structures and compartments using only the natural contrast of the
sample. We showed ultrastructural features of the basal apparatus
including the distal connecting fiber between the two basal bodies.
This structure could be imaged so far only by electron microscopy
using sectioning methods [25]. Furthermore, we were able to
resolve ultrastructural details such as thylakoids, the two mem-
branes of the nuclear envelope, and microtubule doublets in the
flagella. Moreover, the whole cell tomograms allowed the
determination of volumes and copy number of several organelles,
including plastid, nucleus, vacuoles, and lipid bodies. Nanoscale x-
ray tomography could be of considerable interest for plant cell
research in general, as it should be possible to image also higher
plant cells, such as protoplasts or pollen tubes. Moreover, sections
of various tissues up to a thickness of 15 mm can be applied to the
grids [45,49]. In the future, the development of new zone plates
with the combined use of third order diffraction imaging will
further improve the resolution of x-ray microscopy [6,33], and a
correlative light microscope setup currently mounted on the soft x-
ray microscope permits co-localization studies using fluorescent
markers [30].
Figure 3. Segmentation of cellular structures in Chlamydomonas cells. (A) Segmentation of a wild type cell tomogram. Top, stereo pairs in
front view and after 180u rotation. Bottom, from left to right: chloroplast with pyrenoid; mitochondria; flagella; nucleus with nucleolus; vacuoles; lipid
bodies. Bars, 2 mm. The tomogram and segmented volumes of the same cell are shown in Videos S4 and S5 (B) Segmentation of a cw15
+ cell
tomogram. Segmented volumes are presented as in A. The tomogram and segmented volumes of the same cell are shown in Videos S3 and S6.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0053293.g003
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+ cell tomograms. (A) Sections of flagella in the tomogram of the wild type cell. The
arrow indicates a microtubule doublet. Bar, 1 mm. Inset: enlarged view showing flagellar membrane and microtubule doublets; bar, 200 nm. (B) Basal
apparatus with distal connecting fiber (arrow) connecting the two basal bodies in the wild type cell. Pm, plasma membrane; Cw, cell wall. Bar, 1 mm.
(C) Nuclear envelope membranes in the tomogram of the wild type cell. Bar, 1 mm. Inset: enlarged view showing inner and outer nuclear envelope
membrane; bar, 200 nm. (D) Nuclear envelope membranes in the tomogram of the cw15
+ cell. Bar, 1 mm. Inset: enlarged view showing inner and
outer nuclear envelope membrane; bar, 200 nm. (E) Putative ER membrane (arrow) emanating from the nuclear envelope of the cw15
+ cell. Bar,
500 nm. (F) Contrast rich cisternae structure (black arrow) which could be part of the Golgi apparatus in the cw15
+ cell. Bar, 500 nm. Inset, possible
vesicle budding site (white arrow). Bar, 200 nm. (G) Ultrastructural details of the chloroplast of the cw15
+ cell: thylakoids and granae (arrow) and
pyrenoid (Py). Bar, 1 mm. (H) Thylakoids and plastid envelope membranes of the chloroplast of the cw15
+ cell. Bar, 500 nm.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0053293.g004
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Figure S1 Tilt-series selection – Finding the right cell.
Bars 2 mm. (A) Densely packed Chlamydomonas cells; tilting would
result in overlap of cells during tilt. (B) Cells embedded in thick ice;
simultaneous focus of fiducials and the cell is not possible, resulting
in a low quality tomogram. (C) Area showing a prominent ice
crack within the field of view (arrow); such cracks often increase
during x-ray imaging and lead to structural damage during
acquisition. (D) Freezing damage visible as spider web-like
structures occurred during plunge freezing (arrows). (E) Plasmo-
lysed cell. (F) Cell embedded in thin ice – fiducials and the cell are
clearly visible; however, thin ice often results in structural damage
(arrow) during tilt-series collection if the cell is not completely
embedded in ice. (G) 0u tilt image before and after acquisition of a
tilt-series. During acquisition of the tilt-series an ice crack formed,
and data acquisition was aborted. Ice cracks tend to expand over
time in the x-ray beam. Especially the plastids and the cell wall
show first signs of deformation. The black arrow shows the newly
formed ice crack, the white arrow shows the resulting structural
damages. (H) cw15
+ cell used for the dataset shown in Fig. 1B:
Images of 0u tilt before and after acquisition of tilt-series; no
changes of cellular structure and structural damage within the cell
are visible. (I) Wild type cell used for the dataset shown in Fig. 1A:
0u tilt before and after the acquisition of the tilt-series: despite of
the thin ice no structural changes can be observed.
(TIF)
Figure S2 Determination of resolution in flagella of the
wild type Chlamydomonas cell. Left, micrographs of x/y
planes of similar areas in flagella reconstructed with IMOD, Bsoft,
and Alignator are shown. IMOD and Alignator tomograms were
reconstructed without binning, the Bsoft tomogram was recon-
structed with two-fold binning. Bars, 200 nm. Right, line plot
profiles of grey values generated with ImageJ. The lines used to
generate the plots are indicated by a yellow line in the
micrographs. The smallest structure resolved in the Alignator
tomogram is indicated in red (22.5 nm).
(TIF)
Video S1 Tomogram of the cw15
+ Chlamydomonas
reinhardtii cell reconstructed with IMOD.
(AVI)
Video S2 Tomogram of the cw15
+ Chlamydomonas
reinhardtii cell reconstructed with Bsoft.
(AVI)
Video S3 Tomogram of the cw15
+ Chlamydomonas
reinhardtii cell reconstructed with Alignator.
(AVI)
Video S4 Tomogram of the wild type Chlamydomonas
reinhardtii cell reconstructed with Alignator.
(AVI)
Video S5 3606 rotation of the segmented wild type
Chlamydomonas reinhardtii cell.
(AVI)
Video S6 3606 rotation of the segmented cw15
+ Chla-
mydomonas reinhardtii cell.
(AVI)
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